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This dissertation presents empirical research examining corporate insider trades. It focuses on 

the opportunistic side as well as the potential beneficial role of insider trades and their 

disclosures in the stock market. Corporate insiders are the officers and directors of publicly 

traded companies. Insider trades are the transactions that these insiders make in their firms’ 

securities. These trades are legal, occur frequently, and are generally observable to the market 

within a few days. Trading on material non-public information is illegal and, when 

discovered, subject to severe penalties. Nevertheless, top level corporate insiders generally 

have better insights into the long-term prospects of the firm given their knowledge of firm 

operations, industry conditions, consumer demand, and their involvement in the financial 

reporting process. Insiders’ decisions to purchase new shares are therefore unlikely to occur 

when prospects are poor, while decisions to sell previously held shares are unlikely to occur 

when prospects are very optimistic. 

 Corporate insiders play an important role in the research areas of accounting and 

financial economics. Information asymmetry and agency conflicts between insider managers 

and outside investors feed a demand for financial reporting and supplementary disclosures. 

Due to their intimate knowledge of the firm’s business operations, managers are entrusted 

with the financial reporting process, making assumptions and estimates about future events. 

These managers, however, typically have incentives that are not in line with those of 

shareholders. Stock-based compensation can be used to alleviate such agency problems. 

When managers own shares, theory suggests they are more likely to act in the interests of 

shareholders. Subject to restrictions, such share holdings may subsequently be liquidated or 

increased by the manager by trading on the market. Relying on publicly reported trades by 

insiders, this dissertation examines several aspects of the tension between the accounting 

information provided by insider managers and the trading of these managers. 

 Three empirical research papers are presented. Chapter 4 first examines whether stock 

option exercises by U.S. executives signal information about future earnings performance and 

the quality of currently reported earnings. While theory and empirical evidence suggest that 
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stock options motivate managers to pursue more risky but valuable investments, options also 

make managerial wealth more sensitive to price changes and may induce more risk taking in 

terms of opportunistic financial reporting. In addition, options have the ability to make total 

managerial wealth extremely sensitive to stock price changes. In contrast to prior research, I 

take into account the special features of options and predict that insider trades in options 

signal different information than regular trades in shares. The study shows that insiders’ 

decisions to unload their positions through option liquidations are more informative with 

respect to future firm performance than are regular sales of shares. This higher information 

content is increasing in the moneyness of options exercised. In addition, deep in-the-money 

option liquidations are associated with more income-increasing earnings management and a 

higher likelihood of material misstatements. Results of the study suggest that managers act 

more opportunistically while trading in their options than in their shares, consistent with 

recent concerns regarding the adverse incentives that excessive stock option compensation 

may create. Effective governance and internal control systems appear to be needed in order 

for firms to benefit from the potentially useful role of stock options in compensation. 

 Chapter 5 examines the information reflected in trading decisions of Dutch corporate 

insiders and presents evidence suggesting that these insiders are able to successfully time the 

equity market by buying shares before prices go up, while selling before prices fall. Although 

prior research suggests that insiders have incentives to time both their personal as well as their 

firms’ trades (repurchases and issues), results further suggest that insiders are relatively more 

successful in timing their personal trades. More specifically, Dutch insider managers are able 

to anticipate future stock price changes only when trading for personal accounts. In addition, 

personal insider share sales appear to be driven by market mispricing (public information) 

rather than new (private) information. Abnormal stock price changes after personal share 

purchases reflect both new information as well as market mispricing. Hence, insiders’ trades 

may not only reflect their private information advantage, but also (or only) signal information 

about potential market mispricing. Overall, I find that while disclosures of insiders’ personal 

trades potentially help push stock prices towards their fundamental values, benefits of timely 

disclosure on actual firm trading are limited, at least in the setting and period investigated. 

 In chapter 6, I document statistically and economically significant stock price revisions 

following the public disclosure of insider share purchases in the U.S., suggesting that insider 

trades signal information and that investors rely on these disclosures to reassess the value of a 

firm. The magnitude of the price revision varies with firm and insider characteristics. For 

example, larger stock price revisions suggest that trades by CEOs and CFOs reveal more 
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valuable information. Consistent with insider trades resolving part of the uncertainty in 

accounting information, I further document that stock price changes are increasing in accrual 

noise. This association appears to be driven by previous good news earnings announcements, 

suggesting that the insider disclosures provide investors with a confirmatory signal that the 

previous earnings change is permanent. After receiving the additional signal by management, 

investors correct for their previously conservative reaction at the earnings announcement. 

Next, I find that the extent to which insider filings accelerate the incorporation of future 

earnings information into stock prices is increasing in accrual noise, again for firms with 

positive past earnings news. Overall, these findings suggest that insider trading disclosures 

may enhance market efficiency, that is, the extent to which stock prices reflect the 

fundamental value of a firm’s equity given all publicly available information. When 

accounting disclosures are noisy, investors rely on additional disclosures of management’s 

information and managers may use their ability to trade their firms’ securities to provide 

additional information signals to reduce such noise. 

 One common finding in all three studies is that insider share purchases are a positive 

information signal to outsiders. When purchasing shares and putting their wealth on the line, 

managers may signal their commitment and optimism about the future prospects of the firm. 

Chapter 4 shows that insider buying is positively associated with future earnings innovations; 

chapter 5 shows that insider buying is associated with positive short- and long-term future 

abnormal stock returns; and chapter 6 shows that the forward-looking nature of insider 

purchases disclosed to the market facilitates more efficient market pricing of accounting 

information. Together, these findings suggest that information on insider trades, in particular 

managers’ purchase decisions, can be an important source of complementary information in 

the forecasting and valuation components of financial statement analysis.  

 Overall, the results of the empirical studies presented in this dissertation have 

implications for regulators concerned with restricting opportunistic behaviour and rent 

extraction by managers, as well as facilitating timely disclosures of insider trades; 

compensation committees that grant shares and stock options to employees; company insiders 

concerned with investor misvaluation of the stock and the noise in signals from financial 

statements; investors relying on financial statements and additional disclosures of 

management’s private information; and future research in accounting and financial 

economics. 

 The studies are also subject to some caveats. In empirical research, inferences drawn 

from statistical tests rely on model specifications and the accuracy of measures used. For 
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example, inferences on earnings management rely on measures based on regression residuals 

from a simple model that explains a fairly complicated accrual accounting process. This 

model is widely accepted and used in the literature, but at the same time heavily criticised. I 

therefore rely on several alternative tests and alternative specifications of the accrual model to 

minimise concerns that my findings are driven by measurement error in the earnings 

management construct. Also, while my tests control for many correlated variables, the extent 

to which these variables fully control for unobservable factors depends on the appropriateness 

of the use of linear regression models. Another important caveat is, as in all research on 

insider trades, that the analyses rely on insider trades that are reported to the market regulators 

(the SEC in the U.S. and the AFM in the Netherlands). If insiders opportunistically trade their 

firms’ equity, they are more likely to do so in ways that are not publicly visible. Therefore, 

there is a possibility that the most informative trading decisions of corporate insiders do not 

show up in the databases used. However, this has more likely biased my results against, rather 

than in favour of, finding any results. Also, insiders in high profile fraud cases such as Enron 

actually did report their (illegal) trading activity to the SEC and are thus represented in the 

data examined in this dissertation.  

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 


